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Although industry standards were designed to make business communications simpler, the specific and complex nature of the standards themselves can
seem intimidating. In this eBook, we will discuss:
How Industry Standards came about and their role within business processes.
The fundamental differences between a variety of Industry Standards, and why complexities exist that prevent organizations from leveraging
them to their full potential.
A breakdown of what a common standard format looks like and how, with the right technology and understanding, complexities can be readily
solved.
How successful implementation of Industry Standards and B2B can synchronize value chains, create efficiencies and reveal opportunities to
deliver new value to customers.
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Industry standards allow any business to transfer structured information from one computer system to another,
often in different companies, with little or no manual intervention. This can include a purchase order or shipping
notice transferred from business to business, or a patient’s prescription sent from a doctor to a pharmacist to
an insurance company. Each piece of data is structured and sent in a mutually agreed upon manner, which is
vital to process efficiency, customer satisfaction and often industry compliance. However, although industry
standards are designed to enable communications that are quick and clear, understanding the standards
themselves can be anything but.
No matter what industry you’re in, there will be a range of industry standard data formats that are used to
enable the exchange of information between different systems and organizations. These standards may not
be officially established, but accepted across an industry for the mutual benefits they provide. They might be
encouraged or imposed throughout a particular supply chain by a channel master, such as a large retailer or
an industry body. Or, they might be mandated by government with fines and penalties for noncompliance.
Regardless of what standards are prevalent in your industry, you need to have the capability to deal with them
in a timely and cost-effective manner.
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Supply Chain

Common Use Cases: Order and fulfillment
transaction processing

ABC Supply Co. has been using limited EDI
functions with their major customers for years,
but customers have been pressuring them to
upgrade their EDI capabilities to support more
transactions like shipping notices and invoices.
The company also sees an opportunity to
extend to additional markets in U.S. and Europe
if they can expand their EDI capabilities.
Banking

Common Use Cases: Corporate payments and
settlements

National Bank Inc. operates in multiple business
areas in many countries around the world. They
tend to silo their processes within each business
area. The entire bank is under pressure to
maintain profitability and discover new revenue
streams at this crucial time in the industry.
Healthcare

Common Use Cases: Patient health records,
financial data and administration
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Seller

Carrier
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General Dental has been grappling with HIPAA
mandates. Until now, they have been fulfilling the
minimum requirements to satisfy the mandate.
Now, they are getting buried in excess work
and phone calls due to miscommunication and
rejected periodontal claims.
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Standards save time and money. They make automating manual processes easier. The less formats you have
to worry about the easier it is to consume and use data.
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Industry Standards
My Document Processing

Supply Chain

Common Use Cases: Order and fulfillment
transaction processing

ABC Supply Co. has been using limited EDI
functions with their major customers for years,
but customers have been pressuring them to
upgrade their EDI capabilities to support more
transactions like shipping notices and invoices.
The company also sees an opportunity to
extend to additional markets in U.S. and Europe
if they can expand their EDI capabilities.
Banking

Common Use Cases: Corporate payments and
settlements

National Bank Inc. operates in multiple business
areas in many countries around the world. They
tend to silo their processes within each business
area. The entire bank is under pressure to
maintain profitability and discover new revenue
streams at this crucial time in the industry.
Healthcare

Common Use Cases: Patient health records,
financial data and administration
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Without common standards, we have multiple
different formats, and the automation of manual
processes quickly becomes unmanageable.
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Industry standards simplify the movement of
data between organizations, and enable the
automation of manual processes.
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General Dental has been grappling with HIPAA
mandates. Until now, they have been fulfilling the
minimum requirements to satisfy the mandate.
Now, they are getting buried in excess work
and phone calls due to miscommunication and
rejected periodontal claims.
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A range of business processes involve the exchange of data between partners to both trigger and track your
value chain. Without industry standard formats for data exchange, each of these transactions becomes an
opportunity for delayed processes and manual error.

11. Payment

Bank
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10. Generate & Send Payment

9. Generate & Send Invoice

Supply Chain

Common Use Cases: Order and fulfillment
transaction processing

ABC Supply Co. has been using limited EDI
functions with their major customers for years,
but customers have been pressuring them to
upgrade their EDI capabilities to support more
transactions like shipping notices and invoices.
The company also sees an opportunity to
extend to additional markets in U.S. and Europe
if they can expand their EDI capabilities.
Banking

Common Use Cases: Corporate payments and
settlements

8. Delivery Verification
1. Sales Activity & Proposal

Seller

Buyer

2. Submit (Purchase) Order

National Bank Inc. operates in multiple business
areas in many countries around the world. They
tend to silo their processes within each business
area. The entire bank is under pressure to
maintain profitability and discover new revenue
streams at this crucial time in the industry.
Healthcare

Common Use Cases: Patient health records,
financial data and administration

3. Order Status

General Dental has been grappling with HIPAA
mandates. Until now, they have been fulfilling the
minimum requirements to satisfy the mandate.
Now, they are getting buried in excess work
and phone calls due to miscommunication and
rejected periodontal claims.

4. Advanced Shipment Notification

5. Tender the Freight
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Carrier

6. Shipment Status
7. Delivery
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So what are the implications if you don’t have the capability to support EDI and the appropriate industry
standards?

Supply Chain

Inability to realize the benefits
Without implementing industry standards, you simply don’t benefit from the advantages of automating manual
processes. If you’re still using paper, fax documents, or an uncoordinated mess of email and spreadsheets,
your business will incur unnecessary costs and delays. Where an industry standard is being used to reduce
costs and improve visibility across a supply chain, the anticipated benefits will not be fully realized until the
standards have been implemented and the processes are completely automated.

ABC Supply Co. has been using limited EDI
functions with their major customers for years,
but customers have been pressuring them to
upgrade their EDI capabilities to support more
transactions like shipping notices and invoices.
The company also sees an opportunity to
extend to additional markets in U.S. and Europe
if they can expand their EDI capabilities.

Inability to do business
For many industries, supporting EDI and industry standards is no longer optional. When an industry standard is
being imposed by a supply chain master, then supporting that standard is a requirement of doing business. In
heavily-regulated industries, such as healthcare and banking, government initiatives, such as HIPAA and SEPA,
mandate the use of particular industry standard data formats.

Common Use Cases: Order and fulfillment
transaction processing

Banking

Common Use Cases: Corporate payments and
settlements

National Bank Inc. operates in multiple business
areas in many countries around the world. They
tend to silo their processes within each business
area. The entire bank is under pressure to
maintain profitability and discover new revenue
streams at this crucial time in the industry.
Healthcare

Common Use Cases: Patient health records,
financial data and administration

General Dental has been grappling with HIPAA
mandates. Until now, they have been fulfilling the
minimum requirements to satisfy the mandate.
Now, they are getting buried in excess work
and phone calls due to miscommunication and
rejected periodontal claims.
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Industry standards and associated mandates regarding data formats can be complex. The basic idea is
straightforward—industry standards define the data that should be included in a particular business transaction
and how the data should be formatted. However, industry standards need to cater to the exact needs and
capabilities of the participants in a particular community, and this is where the complexity arises.
Industry and Geography
Even within a specific industry, there will be different participants (for example, suppliers, manufacturers,
distributors and retailers in a typical supply chain) with different information requirements. And although some
standards are specific to a single country, many serve global communities and must be flexible enough to
address the needs of different business practices and legislative regimes around the world.
Ambiguity and Interpretation
All of this leads to a significant degree of complexity in most industry standards, and this provides room for
human error when interpreting the standards. This opportunity for error exists not just in the transformations
that are within an organization’s direct control (the business transactions it creates and sends) but also in the
transactions it receives from its business partners. Whether data is inbound or outbound or even being moved
internally within an organization, if the data is invalid it can cause increased costs and poor customer service.
Identifying and rectifying errors within internal systems takes time and effort by IT and business users, and
invalid or inaccurate data sent to a business partner could subject them to additional costs as a result.
Change and Churn
Industry standard data formats change, and they change often. Formats are constantly evolving, forcing
companies to incur repeated costs to remain current. With some standards, migrating to the new version is
an option, something to undertake when a particular business requirement (or a major customer) demands it.
For other standards, migrating to the new version is mandatory for continued participation in the community.
Staying current with new versions can prove a significant burden on organizations, and the complexity of
industry standards discussed earlier further exacerbates this problem.
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Supply Chain
The ABC Supply Co.’s existing EDI system
was developed in-house, is difficult to maintain
and even more difficult to change to meet the
evolving needs of their customers. Additionally,
expanding in to new markets will require a
completely different set of standards than the
limited selection they currently support. They’ve
also learned that strict service level agreements
in new markets will require far greater data
accuracy than they’re currently capable of.
Banking
The siloed nature of National Bank’s business
also applies to their IT departments. With
technical staff and systems divided between
separate business areas, a common approach
to IT challenges is difficult. In a highly-regulated
industry, with evolving industry initiatives and
mandates that must be complied with, getting
beyond the ad-hoc, tactical response to
integration requirements seems impossible.
Healthcare
HIPAA mandates require General Dental to send
an 837D Dental Claim. Currently, they send the
claim, wait for any request for more information,
then take action. However, if they went
‘beyond the mandate’ and also sent the claims
attachment message they could benefit from a
more streamlined process and get paid quicker.
The difficulty is that it is a technical challenge
as the claim attachment is a hybrid message
involving both delimited and tagged data, and
requires expertise in both X12 HIPAA and HL7
XML.
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Industry standards evolve with changing business and technology trends. A standards organization will often
continue to support an older set of standards while developing a more modern version of their own standards.
Sometimes there is overlap; sometimes they replace with a big bang approach, sometimes crosswalks
(correspondence information which maps the old standard to the new standard) are provided. One interesting
example of this ‘standard evolution’ story can be seen by looking at Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication (SWIFT).
Standards Evolution at SWIFT
SWIFT has two major families of standards: SWIFT MT, also called SWIFT FIN, and SWIFT MX which is XML
based.

SWIFT MT 7775
The SWIFT MT messages
were once the SWIFT 7775
messages which were
tagged formats, these were
replaced (starting around
1999) by the SWIFT 15022
messages which were also
tagged formats (and slightly
more sophisticated).

Previous: Intro

SWIFT MT 15022
Many banks did what is
commonly called ‘bridge
mapping’ to transform data
they received in 15022
format into the older 7775
format.

Glossary

SWIFT MX ISO20022
Newer SWIFT messages are
based on XML, specifically the ISO
20022 standard and are
commonly called SWIFT MX. Many
of the first SWIFT MX messages
were new messages which had
not been modeled as either 7775
or 15022. Now there are many
SWIFT MX messages which are
replacements for the older SWIFT
formats and SWIFT has published
crosswalks to explain how
information from their older formats
equates to the newer format.
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The ABC Supply Co.’s existing EDI system
was developed in-house, is difficult to maintain
and even more difficult to change to meet the
evolving needs of their customers. Additionally,
expanding in to new markets will require a
completely different set of standards than the
limited selection they currently support. They’ve
also learned that strict service level agreements
in new markets will require far greater data
accuracy than they’re currently capable of.
Banking
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also applies to their IT departments. With
technical staff and systems divided between
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industry, with evolving industry initiatives and
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beyond the ad-hoc, tactical response to
integration requirements seems impossible.
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XML.
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SWIFT is just one example of an industry standard - here are a few more:

ASC X12

SWIFT MX

CDA r2

TXLife

DTAUS

ODETTE SWIFT MT
FIXML

DTCC

NCPDP

NACHA

HL7 V2

MINOS

HIPAA

AL3

RLC

FIX

eancom

ACORD PCS NCPDP Batch

EDIFACT
XML

CMS

SEPA

TRADACOMS

Some of these are Standards Development Organizations (SDOs) such as ASC X12, which
publishes a wide variety of business to business standards.
Some of these represent whole families of standards from the same SDO, such as NCPDP, the
National Council for Prescription Drug Programs.
Some of these represent standards from organizations which are not primarily in the standards
business such as CMS which is the US Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.
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Supply Chain
The ABC Supply Co.’s existing EDI system
was developed in-house, is difficult to maintain
and even more difficult to change to meet the
evolving needs of their customers. Additionally,
expanding in to new markets will require a
completely different set of standards than the
limited selection they currently support. They’ve
also learned that strict service level agreements
in new markets will require far greater data
accuracy than they’re currently capable of.
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to IT challenges is difficult. In a highly-regulated
industry, with evolving industry initiatives and
mandates that must be complied with, getting
beyond the ad-hoc, tactical response to
integration requirements seems impossible.
Healthcare
HIPAA mandates require General Dental to send
an 837D Dental Claim. Currently, they send the
claim, wait for any request for more information,
then take action. However, if they went
‘beyond the mandate’ and also sent the claims
attachment message they could benefit from a
more streamlined process and get paid quicker.
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The basic idea and purpose of industry standards is quite straightforward, but when you get down into the
details then they are often far from simple:

Standards are often
customized

It is not uncommon for companies to knowingly break standard rules when it fits
their needs. For example, telling trading partners to ALWAYS send data in optional
field…no matter what. In SAP iDocs you save a custom version of a message with
a name beginning with “Z”.

Standards are often
extended

It is not uncommon for companies to add additional data content to a standard.
In HL7 version 2 you can add data elements to the end of segments and add
whole new segments (these are called Z-segments).

Some standards are
very complex

For example, ISO8583 has two bitmaps at the beginning of the message which tell
you which data elements are in the data file. If the bit is on, that position field is in
the data. If the bit is off, that position field is not in the data.

Some standards can
be embedded in
other standards

For example, X12 allows for non-X12 content to be embedded in an X12
message. NACHA allows for X12 formatted data to be embedded in a NACHA
message.

Standards have different
‘B2B Expectations’

Some standards require an acknowledgment that the message was received;
some require specially formatted reporting if data sent does not conform to the
standard; some specify different levels of validation checking (syntax, semantic,
well-formedness, business rules).

An organization typically
needs to process
multiple standards

It’s often not enough to have experts at your disposal for one standard, in most
industries you will need standards experts for multiple standards.

An organization typically
needs to convert the
standards into a format
their systems can consume

Being able to read and understand the data expressed by the standard is not
enough. In most cases you will need to take data coming into your organizations
and do something with it and that often involves transforming it into different
formats such as other standards, in-house formats and database tables.

The rules of standards
are expressed in
different ways

Some standards are distributed as word documents or PDFs, some as database
tables, or flat files, while others are XML schemas. Some standards organizations
charge money for standards, while others are free or free to members only.
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Supply Chain
The ABC Supply Co.’s existing EDI system
was developed in-house, is difficult to maintain
and even more difficult to change to meet the
evolving needs of their customers. Additionally,
expanding in to new markets will require a
completely different set of standards than the
limited selection they currently support. They’ve
also learned that strict service level agreements
in new markets will require far greater data
accuracy than they’re currently capable of.
Banking
The siloed nature of National Bank’s business
also applies to their IT departments. With
technical staff and systems divided between
separate business areas, a common approach
to IT challenges is difficult. In a highly-regulated
industry, with evolving industry initiatives and
mandates that must be complied with, getting
beyond the ad-hoc, tactical response to
integration requirements seems impossible.
Healthcare
HIPAA mandates require General Dental to send
an 837D Dental Claim. Currently, they send the
claim, wait for any request for more information,
then take action. However, if they went
‘beyond the mandate’ and also sent the claims
attachment message they could benefit from a
more streamlined process and get paid quicker.
The difficulty is that it is a technical challenge
as the claim attachment is a hybrid message
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requires expertise in both X12 HIPAA and HL7
XML.
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We’ve discussed some aspects of the complexity surrounding industry standards, and you may be feeling
somewhat overawed by what you’ve heard. We can’t teach you everything about industry standards in this
eBook, but we do want to give you a glimpse of what industry standards actually look like, and remove a little
of the mystique which surrounds them. Industry standards are very detailed, and often quite complex, but are
ultimately just technologies that adhere to a defined set of rules, and therefore they are solvable.
There are three general types of data standards we typically see. (1) Delimited, (2) Fixed, (3)Tagged. These three
types are generally used as they are easy to understand and a common standard must be easy to understand
for it to gain traction. We sometimes see standards which are combinations, but that is not the norm.

1. Delimited

Supply Chain
By deploying a solution with out-of-the-box
support for the different standards they need,
along with validation to help ensure data
accuracy, ABC Supply Co. was able to meet
the demands of existing and new customers.
And because they could do all this with a single,
comprehensive solution, the IT department was
better positioned to support future requirements
as well.
Banking
National Bank leveraged industry standard
formats and reduced the number of tools
used in different areas to one common set.
Now, they have increased visibility across
business divisions and can benefit from better
data tracking and flow as well as better use of
processing and technical resources.

Some ‘syntax’ is used to separate fields
UNH+001+ORDERS:D:12B:UN'
BGM+220::+123456789+9'
DTM+4:20130102:102’

2. Fixed

Each field has a predetermined length
101 121000248 1210002480608080107A094101WFB-W EDI CUST. DATA WFB-E ACH SPINAT DATA
5200APD TX/FINCL SVC323413684
9666666606CCDAPD - TAX 0608020608022141021000024030649
62710700543200004001191477 0542151200614007046488KD8BRODY LABORATORIES INCFS0021000024030840

3. Tagged

Some ‘indicator’ is used before and/or after data fields
<patient>
<type>Patient</type>
<id>23453</id>
</patient>
<laboratory>
<type>Organization</type>
<id>1832473e-2fe0-452d-abe9-9522f</id>
<text>Acme Laboratory, Inc</text>
</laboratory>
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Healthcare
While dealing with multiple types of data formats
within a single message is certainly more
complicated, it’s readily solved with the right
technology. By using a transformation tool that
supports multiple data formats within a single
message, General Dental was able to create
837D Dental Claims from their existing data, and
with no performance or throughput issues as the
tool could create the messages in a single pass.
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Those examples looked pretty incomprehensible, but once you know the structure and the code (which is all
defined in the Standards) then they start to make sense. Let’s take a look at the delimited example from the
previous page, which is a very common delimited format – EDIFACT.

Segment tag
tells us what information
is in the segment, in this
case DTM tells us that
it’s a date, time or period

Our first piece of data
the standard states that this
is a function code (telling us
what the date refers to) and
that ‘4’ is ‘date when an
order is issued’

Our second piece of data
the standard states that this
is the value, i.e. the date,
time or period

Our third piece of data
in this case the standard tells
us that this is a format code
and that ‘102’ is ‘CCYYMMDD’
so we know it’s 2nd January,
not 1st February

DT M + 4 :2 0 1 3 0 1 0 2:1 0 2 ’
Element delimiter
separates two pieces
of information within
the segment

Sub-element delimiter
separates two pieces of
information within the
sub-segment

Another sub-element
delimiter

Segment terminator
marks the end of this
segment of information

So what this piece of EDI is telling us is that ‘The order was issued on 2nd January 2013’, but in a format that
is readable by an IT system in a precise and unambiguous manner.
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Supply Chain
By deploying a solution with out-of-the-box
support for the different standards they need,
along with validation to help ensure data
accuracy, ABC Supply Co. was able to meet
the demands of existing and new customers.
And because they could do all this with a single,
comprehensive solution, the IT department was
better positioned to support future requirements
as well.
Banking
National Bank leveraged industry standard
formats and reduced the number of tools
used in different areas to one common set.
Now, they have increased visibility across
business divisions and can benefit from better
data tracking and flow as well as better use of
processing and technical resources.
Healthcare
While dealing with multiple types of data formats
within a single message is certainly more
complicated, it’s readily solved with the right
technology. By using a transformation tool that
supports multiple data formats within a single
message, General Dental was able to create
837D Dental Claims from their existing data, and
with no performance or throughput issues as the
tool could create the messages in a single pass.
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While there are a very large number of industry standards in use, there are certain standards which are very
widely used, and others which are of great interest at the moment due to government initiatives. This list
includes some of the standards which are more widely used or which are the subject of government or industry
body mandates.

HIPAA
HL7
NCPDP
SWIFT
SEPA

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act addresses standardization of
electronic patient health, administrative, and financial data.
Health Level 7 is an ANSI-accredited standards organization whose domain is
clinical data.
National Council for Prescription Drug Programs is a standards maintenance
organization for finalized HIPAA transactions used in the retail pharmacy sector.
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication is a
secure messaging interface for financial transactions.
Single Euro Payment Area pan-European electronic payments infrastructure
initiative. Includes templates, credit transfers, and direct debits.

NACHA

National Automated Clearing House Association is the North American ACH
message standard for electronic payments.

FIX

Financial Information eXchange Protocol handles message specifications for
automated trading of financial instruments.

ACORD

Association for Cooperative Operations Research and Development is the
insurance industry standards for life, property, and large commercial accounts.

X12
EDIFACT
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B2B standard for inter-industry electronic exchange of business transactions;
primarily in North America.
Electronic Data Interchange For Administration, Commerce, and Transport is a
Global EDI standard.
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Supply Chain
By deploying a solution with out-of-the-box
support for the different standards they need,
along with validation to help ensure data
accuracy, ABC Supply Co. was able to meet
the demands of existing and new customers.
And because they could do all this with a single,
comprehensive solution, the IT department was
better positioned to support future requirements
as well.
Banking
National Bank leveraged industry standard
formats and reduced the number of tools
used in different areas to one common set.
Now, they have increased visibility across
business divisions and can benefit from better
data tracking and flow as well as better use of
processing and technical resources.
Healthcare
While dealing with multiple types of data formats
within a single message is certainly more
complicated, it’s readily solved with the right
technology. By using a transformation tool that
supports multiple data formats within a single
message, General Dental was able to create
837D Dental Claims from their existing data, and
with no performance or throughput issues as the
tool could create the messages in a single pass.
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Organizations need to be able to deal with the complexity inherent in many industry standards. They
need to:
Support the semantics, rules and marketplace practices required for specific industry message
standards.
Participate in B2B processes that involve complex messaging standards without the expense of
maintaining a deep level of semantic and development expertise in-house.
Achieve compliance through validation maps and tools that help remove risks from projects that
require conformance with mandatory and advisory guidelines. This helps organizations achieve
compliance with government and industry mandates and facilitates accuracy and timeliness of
information.
Minimize the effect of standards updates on organizations and their IT departments and
accelerate support for new standards versions.
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Case Study
Supply Chain
By deploying a solution with out-of-the-box
support for the different standards they need,
along with validation to help ensure data
accuracy, ABC Supply Co. was able to meet
the demands of existing and new customers.
And because they could do all this with a single,
comprehensive solution, the IT department was
better positioned to support future requirements
as well.
Banking
National Bank leveraged industry standard
formats and reduced the number of tools
used in different areas to one common set.
Now, they have increased visibility across
business divisions and can benefit from better
data tracking and flow as well as better use of
processing and technical resources.
Healthcare
While dealing with multiple types of data formats
within a single message is certainly more
complicated, it’s readily solved with the right
technology. By using a transformation tool that
supports multiple data formats within a single
message, General Dental was able to create
837D Dental Claims from their existing data, and
with no performance or throughput issues as the
tool could create the messages in a single pass.
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We have entered the age of the empowered customer.

Customers now have
unlimited access to
information and can
instantly share it with
the world.

Social networking and
mobile commerce have
dramatically changed
the dynamic between
buyer and seller.

250 million

tweets sent via Twitter
each day

75%

Customer expectations
of service, price and
delivery are soaring.

of people
believe companies don’t tell
the truth in advertisements

This is changing the
entire way products are
sourced, manufactured
and distributed —and
making business more
complex than ever.

$93 billion

in sales missed due to
out-of-stock inventory

These disruptive forces ripple from the customer through the enterprise and across entire industries.
We call the path forward Smarter Commerce.
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Case Study
Supply Chain
Support for the various Industry Standards
enabled ABC Supply Co. to deliver timely,
accurate data to their distributors and
customers, improving customer satisfaction
and strengthening their relationship with their
partners. These improved relationships, coupled
with the underlying integration they achieved,
also provided far greater insight into their
customer’s forecasts and demand planning,
meaning they were able to adapt rapidly to
changing demands.
Banking
By streamlining processes National Bank Inc.
was able to increase the speed and accuracy
of their processes, and improve customer
experience and retention. The ability to create
and adapt processes quickly also enabled the
bank to explore new products and revenue
streams.
Healthcare
Being able to support the dental claim
message has enabled General Dental to
maintain compliance with the HIPAA mandates,
but they’ve also found that sending the
additional clinical information to the insurance
payer at the time of the claim means they also
get paid sooner.
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While Smarter Commerce begins with customer insight, execution depends on the synchronization
of your value chain.
Systems and technology
The commerce systems that drive “buy-market-sell-service” must better integrate with partners
Processes
Demand and supply need better interlocks to deliver the right product or service
People
Actionable visibility is needed to better respond to the customer
Synchronization depends on a strong B2B integration capability through standards.

Buy

Market

Connect

Apps

Data

Sell
Automate

Files

Processes

Collaborate

Partners

Integrating systems, processes and people.
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Case Study
Supply Chain
Support for the various Industry Standards
enabled ABC Supply Co. to deliver timely,
accurate data to their distributors and
customers, improving customer satisfaction
and strengthening their relationship with their
partners. These improved relationships, coupled
with the underlying integration they achieved,
also provided far greater insight into their
customer’s forecasts and demand planning,
meaning they were able to adapt rapidly to
changing demands.
Banking
By streamlining processes National Bank Inc.
was able to increase the speed and accuracy
of their processes, and improve customer
experience and retention. The ability to create
and adapt processes quickly also enabled the
bank to explore new products and revenue
streams.
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Healthcare
Being able to support the dental claim
message has enabled General Dental to
maintain compliance with the HIPAA mandates,
but they’ve also found that sending the
additional clinical information to the insurance
payer at the time of the claim means they also
get paid sooner.
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IBM B2B Integration Solutions

Transformation Engines
Single, universal engine for
all file and message
transformation needs across
B2B and ESB.

Products:
IBM WebSphere
Transformation
Extender
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Integration Gateways
Communications,
translation, process
orchestration and partner
management to integrate
diverse partner communities
with internal systems.

Products:

Integration Services
Cloud-based solutions
providing connectivity,
collaboration, visibility and
control.
Fully managed solutions
providing partner
onboarding, B2B process
management, and trading
partner support services.

Products:

IBM Sterling B2B
Integrator

IBM Sterling B2B
Collaboration Network

IBM Sterling File
Gateway

IBM Sterling Integration
Services
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Case Study
Supply Chain
Support for the various Industry Standards
enabled ABC Supply Co. to deliver timely,
accurate data to their distributors and
customers, improving customer satisfaction
and strengthening their relationship with their
partners. These improved relationships, coupled
with the underlying integration they achieved,
also provided far greater insight into their
customer’s forecasts and demand planning,
meaning they were able to adapt rapidly to
changing demands.
Banking
By streamlining processes National Bank Inc.
was able to increase the speed and accuracy
of their processes, and improve customer
experience and retention. The ability to create
and adapt processes quickly also enabled the
bank to explore new products and revenue
streams.
Healthcare
Being able to support the dental claim
message has enabled General Dental to
maintain compliance with the HIPAA mandates,
but they’ve also found that sending the
additional clinical information to the insurance
payer at the time of the claim means they also
get paid sooner.
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Leveraging Industry Standards to help solve the B2B Integration challenge can drive real business value.

Business Value Framework
Revenue
Growth
Risk
Management
Cost
Savings

Improved customer fulfilment and satisfaction through real-time order processing
Increase revenue and profitability for more efficient and quicker onboarding
Customer retention by being easier to do business with
Enable regulatory compliance
Enable auditability and governance
Reduce costs of manual, paper-based processes
Avoid programming costs to meet customer mandates for B2B standards
Reduce cost redundancies from multiple infrastructure solutions
Reduced staff time spent identifying, researching and remediating failures

Operational
Efficiency

Management and control of peak processing demands
Enable end-to-end value chain visibility
Extend B2B processes to small partners
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Case Study
Supply Chain
Support for the various Industry Standards
enabled ABC Supply Co. to deliver timely,
accurate data to their distributors and
customers, improving customer satisfaction
and strengthening their relationship with their
partners. These improved relationships, coupled
with the underlying integration they achieved,
also provided far greater insight into their
customer’s forecasts and demand planning,
meaning they were able to adapt rapidly to
changing demands.
Banking
By streamlining processes National Bank Inc.
was able to increase the speed and accuracy
of their processes, and improve customer
experience and retention. The ability to create
and adapt processes quickly also enabled the
bank to explore new products and revenue
streams.
Healthcare
Being able to support the dental claim
message has enabled General Dental to
maintain compliance with the HIPAA mandates,
but they’ve also found that sending the
additional clinical information to the insurance
payer at the time of the claim means they also
get paid sooner.
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Next Steps
In this eBook, we’ve discussed:
How industry standards form an essential component of business-to-business (B2B)
processes, providing a mechanism for the automated exchange of business transactions and
information.
The plethora of different standards that must be supported, and how the real complexity that
exists within many of these standards can create a barrier, preventing organizations from
supporting and leveraging industry standards and the B2B processes they enable.
What industry standards actually look like, and how the complexities of industry standards are
eminently solvable with the right technology and tools.
Finally, how industry standards and B2B can enable organizations to synchronize their value
chains in order to provide the insight they need to predict and deliver on the demands of their
customers.

No matter what industry you’re in, there will be
a range of industry standard data formats that
are used to enable the exchange of information
between different systems and organizations.
IBM can help you understand these industry
standards, their impact on your B2B integration
strategy, and what solutions are available to help
you solve your B2B integration challenges.

Links:
More information on Industry
Standards and B2B integration
More information on IBM’s
integration solutions
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Conversations about industry standards do tend to include a number of acronyms and special terms, indeed we’ve used a number of them in this eBook.
Here are definitions of some of the more commonly-used terms.
A2A - Application to Application integration. Sending information
from one business process to another, usually within the same
organization.
Acknowledgement - Confirming receipt. In data processing it is a common
requirement to expect a confirmation that data sent was
received. In EDI there are often multiple levels of possible
acknowledgements (or acks) such as protocol acks, functional
acks, and business content acks.
B2B - Business to Business integration. Sending information from one
business to another .
DMZ - Demilitarized zone or Perimiter Network, the part of the
organizations network which is exposed to the big scary outside
world.
EDI - Electronic Data Interchange. The general term for computer
processable data used for business to business integration.
Batch - Term used to describe more than one of a similar thing. In EDI
data it is usually talking about a grouping or batch of related
records or pieces of information.
Batch (mode) - On a set schedule or deferred. In data processing we say that
a process is in batch or batch mode if it is set to occur at a
particular time or upon a set of non-immediate conditions. For
example, each night at 11PM or once 100 files are received.
Delimited - Separated or segmented. In data processing delimited data
refers to the practice of defining a symbol to mark the beginning
or end of a piece of data. In the sentence “My dog has fleas”
a space is used as a delmiter. It delimits the words in the
sentence. As the space only occurs in between each word, we
would refer to it as an infix delimiter.

End tag - A symbol signifying the end of a piece of data. We can look at
a sentence as having an end tag (or terminator) of a full stop
(period).
Fixed - Non-variable. When describing data we use the term fixed
(length) to indicate that the data components can be separated
based on pre-determined lengths. For example in the string
“HEHA” if we have defined the string to have two fixed length
fields of length two then field 1 contains “HE” and field two
contains “HA”.
Instance document - The actual data being processed.
Metadata - Data describing data. In data processing the structure and
syntax of the files you actually process are defined in some way.
Their definition is called metadata. For example, an XML schema
describes an instance document. The schema is the metadata.
Parsing - Pulling apart. In data processing we use this term to describe
pulling apart a chunk of information into discrete pieces. For
example, if we parse “001(555)505-1212” using a telephone
number syntax we can determine that the area code is “555”.
Real-time - Right away. In data processing we say that a process is real
time if we expect that it will happen as soon as it has all the
information it needs to run.
Record - A unit of information. In data processing it is common to use the
term record to refer to a group of related information.
Segment - A unit of information, similar to a record. In data processing it is
common to use the word segment to mean one chunk of related
data.
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Conversations about industry standards do tend to include a number of acronyms and special terms, indeed we’ve used a number of them in this eBook.
Here are definitions of some of the more commonly-used terms.
Semantic - Deriving meaning from an understanding of the relationship of the
components. In the following “52 Bayberry Lane” if we know and
understand this as an address then we can understand “52” to
be a house number.
Silo - Stand alone. We use the term silo in data processing to refer to a
process or component that stands by itself with little integration
with other systems.
Start tag - A beginning mark which shows where a piece of data begins.
“12:Libby” In this case “12:” could be considered a start tag for
the data.
Syntax - The defined structure of a piece of data. The syntax of a
sentence is a group of words, infix delimited by spaces and
terminated by a full stop (or period).
Tagged - Having marked beginning and or endpoints. In data processing
we commonly refer to data which has predefined special
symbols or strings to denote it’s start or end as tagged. For
example: [startTag] DATA[endTag].
Trading partner - Often another organization (Company, department..) with whom
you do business. In the context of B2B it is one of the B’s.
Often we refer to internal trading partners (often departments
in your own organization) and external trading partners (other
organizations).
Transformation - Change. In data processing a common use for the term
transformation is to describe the process of converting data from
one format to another. For example: “MAY 06, 2014” can be
transformed to “14/05/06” with a bit of manipulation.
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Validation - In data processing this term is sometimes used to describe the
process of comparing the data to the standard. If the data does
not match or conform to the standard we say it is invalid.
XML - eXtensible Markup Language. Often called a meta-language. A
general framework of rules which allow users to create their own
rules about data. XML features include nested, tagged data.

